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J. G.  BELLAMY, CRIMINAL  LAW AND  SOCIETY  IN  LATE MEDIEVAL
AND  TUDOR ENGLAND 1984.  Alan  Sutton, Gloucester, and St. Martins
Press, New York, £16.  00.

In this new study Professor  Bellamy pursues  a  number of themes which he
raised  in his earlier work, Crime  and  Public  Order  in  England  in the  Later
Middle Ages.  Rather than attempting a  comprehensive examination of the
criminal  law  during the notoriously obscure period of its development between
1350 and  1600, Bellamy concentrates on specific aspects:  there  are chapters on
summary procedure, witnesses and  evidence, riot, the penal laws and benefit of
clergy. The  result  reads  more like  a  collection of essays than  a  unified whole, but
there  is  a  common  theme.  the  evol‘ution  of new devices and procedures to
improve the effectiveness of criminal justice. Far  from  being a period  of
stagnation  and sterility in this  respect, Bellamy argues, ‘there was . .  .  clear
progress .  .  .  in the form of  a  continuous  and successful drive to achieve greater
efficiency in the operation of the  law’ (p.6). The stimulus for these
developments, in  Bellamy’s  view, was the inadequacy of traditional procedure,
in  particular  the  unreliability of  jury presentment and trial. The new truncated
procedures were designed to circumvent the jury, and were  thus, ‘if not
essentially alien  then antagonistic to the  concept  of law envisaged by Magna
Carla and  subsequent  judicial  development’ (p.8).

The source  upon which  Bellamy relies  most  heavily is the  statute-book.  In
fact a  better  title  for the  book might  have  been, Studies  in  Late Medieval  and
Tudor  Statute Law.  ‘The  statutes’ Bellamy warns, ‘.  .  .  are basic fare in  what
follows. The diet  . . .  is of  necessity a  fairly severe  one’ (p.4).  Most of the
chapters  consist of  a  detailed  exegesis  of the  relevant statutes, reign  by_ reign,
from  Richard II to Elizabeth 1:  peme  forte  et  dure  indeed. While accepting the
need  for  careful attention  to the  precise  wording of statutés, one may question
why they had to be  presented In such  a  raw and  impenetrable form.  Professor J.
H.  Langbein, for example, has presented similar  material  in a  much  more
coherent  and  manageable  way.‘ It is  valuable, nevertheless, to  have such a
compilation of  statutes  at our  disposal, and Professor Bellamy deserves  thanks
for  bringing them  back  to our  notice.
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There  can be little  doubt about  the variety and ingenuity of legislative
attempts  to  overhaul  the criminal law in  this  period. What is equally clear from
Bellamy’s  study, however, is how little  impact this legislation  had  upon  felony
proceedings, the  core  of the  Crown’s  criminal  jurisdiction.  In  capital  cases the
juries of presentment and  trial  remained  sacrosanct.  The main areas of new
legislation  were, not surprisingly, those  into  which royal  jurisdiction  was
expanding, such  as  economic  regulation (in the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth
centuries) and the  enforcement  of religious  orthodoxy (in the sixteenth). It
would be  a  mistake to see the powers of  summary justice  which  the JPs in
particular were thereby acquiring as  a  procedural  innovation. Summary
conviction for misdemeanours or minor economic  offences  was an  established
part of the business of  sheriff‘s tourns  and manorial courts in the thirteenth
century.’ What we are witnessing in the two centuries after 1350 is the gradual
absorption and  elaboration  of this trespass jurisdiction by the justices of the
peace. The  statutes  of  forcible  entry and riots, upon  which Bellamy lays  great
emphasis, did admittedly introduce  novel procedures, but the circumstances in
which the  J  Ps  could  invoke their summary powers  against  rioters  were
extremely limited, being restricted  to  offences  to which the justices themselves
were  witness.  Otherwise  their record only served as an indictment, and  even  this
might be  obtained more conventionally through  a  presenting jury, as in an early

use of the  statute  of riots in Oxfordshire in  1417.’ There  are reasons then, for
doubting that  the  fifteenth  and sixteenth centuries were quite the procedural
watershed  that  Bellamy portrays.

There  are, however, more  serious grounds for questioning Bellamy’s
assumptions and arguments. This  book  is excessively dependent  upon printed
sources.  Incredibly there is not  a  single  reference  to an unpublished plea roll in
the entity work.  It is all very well citing chapter and verse of the  statutes, but
unless  the" legal  records themselves are consulted, particularly those  of the court
of  King’s Bench, there can be no certainty that  they were  ever enforced. Thus
Bellamy stresses the seminal importance of the  statute  of riots of  1411  (pp.ll,
61) but  makes  no  attempt  to  show  it being put  into effect.  In  fact cases  can be
discovered  among fifteenth-century King’s Bench records  without  undue
difficulty. Apart from the  1417 example  cited  above, I have  come  across
proceedings  under  the  statute  in  1415, 1425  and twice in  1428.‘ It  should  go
without  saying that  the identification and analysis of such primary material is
fundamental to any commentary on the criminal  statutes. The age is  past  when
a legal historian who wishes to be taken seriously can  confine himself  to the
study of the  printed  legal treatises, year  books, statutes  and parliament rolls.

.  Prosecuting Crime  in the  Renaissance  (Cambridge,  Mass., I974),  ch.4.

2. C]: J. H.  Baker. ‘Crh'ninnl courts  and  procedure  at  common law. ISSO-IBOO',  in J. S.  Cockbum  ed.  Crime  in

England. 1550-1800  (London. I977), p.3l.

.  Public Record Office.  KB  9 (Court  of  King‘s  Bench, Ancient Indictments” 210,  mm.  70-72.

4.  P.R.O.,  KB  9/223/2  mm. 37-38, 74: KB 27  (Court  of  King‘s  Bench,  Plea  Rolls)/6l7,  Rex, m.23;  658,  Rex.

m.5d.
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THE  ROYAL BASTARDS  0F  MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.  Chris Given-
Wilson  and Alice Curteis, 1984.  Routledge and Kegan Paul,  £14.95.

Royal bastards are  a  perennially interesting subject, but  this book  appears to be
the first to  treat  of  them, or at least  those  born  before 1500, as  a  group. Not  that
they have apything in  common  except their- -royal  fathers, their abilities and
careers variéd widely, from  those  who lived and died 1n complete obscurity to
those  who lived all their lives m  a blaze  of action and publicity. The authors of
this  most  interesting book have  found some forty-one royal bastards (plus
twelve doubtful ones) within their time-span of William  I  to Richard  III, and
admit  that  this may not be the full total. The only record of  some  illegitimate
royal  children  consists  of the chance survival of one brief sentence in an official
record  giving their  name and  nothing else, and there  could  well have been other
children  where not  even this  meagre record survives. The  King most  prolific in-
the production of bastards appears to have  been  Henry I, for  whom  about
twenty-five  have  been recorded.  This  is many more than Charles II, the  best
known  womaniser amongst English  kings, who only managed a total of sixteen:

The  book  divides  into  two  parts, firstly a  series of useful and informative
discussions on the medieval royal family, and marriage, divorce and illegitimacy
in the middle ages, and secondly biographies of the royal bastards  themselves.
These  are  extensive  in some  cases  where much is  known about  them, for
example  Robert  of Gloucester, son of  Henry I, or Geoffrey ‘Plamagenet', son of
Henry 11.  What  is borne out by these  biographies is the  authors’ remark  that  in
general royal bastards played  a  much  less  conspicuous part in events in the  later
medieval  period  than  in the earlier (with  some notable  exceptions), and  that
there  were fewer of  them.

Readers of this  journal  may be expected to  have  an interest in two
particular children  of course, Edward and Richard, the  sons  of Edward IV.  This
book  is rather disappointing on  this  subject and indeed on  that  of  Richard III,
who is credited  with seven  bastards, although only the  usual three  '  are
mentioned  in the  text, and that  only briefly. The other four appear to be  totally
mythical, no references are given. Events in  1483  are described  partly using
Thomas  More as  a  source  without any cautionary words, which  nowadays is
rather  irritating and  tiresome, but more seriously the  pre-contract  is dealt  with
in  a  very cursory manner. The  authors  have used  Professor Helmholz’ book  on
marriage legislation, but  they do not appear to  have  realised  that  more can be
said on the question of Parliament treating the bastardy of Edward W's
children  by Elizabeth  Woodville, and of the importance of the use of the pre-
contract  in  conjunction  with their  clandestine  marriage.  This  omission  reflects
the general point  that  the  authors  of  this  book  show  much  less  familiarity with
the  fifteenth  century than with  earlier periods, with  which  they appear to be
much  more at  home.  Their discussion of the Beaufort bastards, for  example,
would have benefited  from a 'reading of  Buck’s  section on  them, and  a  more
than  cursory glance at the  Croyland  Chronicle  would have  shown  that  it  most
certainly does not say ‘flatly’ that  the pre-contract  story was false. It may be
possible to read an implication to this effect  into  the  Chronicler’s  words, but no
more.
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The lack of references is disappointing, but the  book  can still be read  with
interest, and  some  profit, by anyone with  a  more than passing aquaintance with
medieval history.

P. W.  HAMMOND

MEDIEVAL MONASTICISM.  C. H. Lawrence,  1984. Longman,  £12.00.
Paperback  £5.95.

When this  book  has its second edition, as  I  hope it will,  I suggest  a  change  of
cover — one of the great French  abbeys, like Fontevrault, or a page from the
Rule of St. Benedict. The photograph on the present  cover  is so unmistakably
English (it turns out to be Norwich Cathedral cloisters) that  one can miss
‘Western Europe’ in the sub-title and think this yet  another book  on English
monastic life in the Middle Ages. It is  not.  The remarkable achievement of  this
book  is that in 260 pages (including notes,  a  useful  glossary and  a  very
manageable index) Professor Lawrence recounts the history of monasticism in
Western Europe over  some  nine  centuries, and tells his  story in readable and
often  lively prose. To do this requires  a  clear sense of perspective, and at the
heart  of European monasticism is set the Rule of St. Benedict.  Professor
Lawrence shows  that  (like Magna Carta, for instance) this  document  has its
precedents and its history, but its authority is increased, and not diminished. by
being set in context. To keep the perspective, some  foreshortening inevitably
takes place. Italy and France  take  pride of place. English monasticism receives
very full treatment, and gains from being set in its European context.  I myself
could  have  wished that the Cistercians and Franciscans in Ireland had received
a  brief paragraph. It is often said  that  they kept the bulk of the  Irish  people  for
the  Roman  Catholic Faith at the Reformation —  a  fact not  without  its
consequences today.  I  wonder, too, whether the tradition of St. Augustine has
not been undervalued. But one  must  commend Professor Lawrence for  keeping
the  unity of his theme.

Were the  monks  and nuns real people? It requires an effort to  imagination
to appreciate  that they were, and for me  they come  alive  with  the  ingenious sign
language by which  they communicated while  preserving monastic silence
(p. 104). One can  feel  the monastic  shoe  pinching with  the  regulations governing
such personal activities as shaving, taking a  bath  (p.104) or  even  visiting the
lavatory (p.98). No wonder Professor Lawrence  sees a tension  —  often a
creative one — between the corporate life of the cloister and the  various
movements which  sought  solitude for the individual  soul with God. Some  are
bound to  ask, What  was the point of it all? Here we  have  the  very clear answer:
it was an age oppressed  —  if not  obsessed  —  with the sin of  concupiscencc.  The
only safe place from its ravages was in the Cloister. Hence the  Cluniacs  were able
to envisage monasticism as almost  a  universal  vocation.  And yet it was  a  late
development of monasticism — the friars  -  who  began  to praise the  virtues  of
married life and married  love  (p.209).

But the decline of monasticism — and its decline set in  early — came
neither from  a  waning of the  ascetic  ideal nor from the scourges of the  Black
Death.  The  real  cause lay in  monastic  exclusiveness or  downright  snobbery.
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This perverted  the  true  purpose  of the monastic  life  and  drove those with a
genuine  vocation to  fulfill  it  elsewhere.  This  insight  alone would make this  book
worthwhile, but  Professor Lawrence  has  numerous pearls  of  wisdom, among
them, ‘Voluntary poverty has no  meaning except  for the rich’ (p.188).

It  must  be  difficult  knowing how to  round  off a  book  like this. Professor
Lawrence’s  concluding chapter  is  called  an  Epilogue, but it is  anything but  a
tailpiece.  It is not  part  of his  brief  to show how developments in  late medieval
monasticism  led to the  Reformation, but it is not  difficult  to  discern  them in the
personal, Gospel-based  piety of the  Brethren  of the Common  Life.  But far  from
disappearing at the Reformation, the  monastic life itself  was to  experience  a
remarkable  Renaissance (p.231).

To the  uninitiated, ‘medieval‘ and  ‘monastic’ are  almost  interchangeable
terms.  Not the  least  of  this  book’s  virtues  is  that, while  keeping the  unity of its
subject, it shows how the  ascetic  ideal  is  rooted  in the  Gospel itself.  I do not
know  what the  author's  beliefs  are, but his  treatment  of the subject is Catholic in
the  proper  sense of the  term.  The  dedication hints  at  a  debt  of  gratitude  to the
monks  of our day. The  book  is  sub-titled ‘Forms  of  religious life  in  Western
Europe  in the  Middle Ages', but it is  a  book which  enables  the greader to
distinguish the life itself  from  its  particular  manifestations in geography and
history.

BARRIE  WILLIAMS

THE BATTLE OF TOWTON, 29 MARCH 1461, including a  ramblers' guide
to the battlefield  today and  a  pictorial  map.  Text  and  design  by Graham
Hudson, I985.  £1.20 from booksellers  or  author  at, 31 Dunkirk Close,
Faversham, Kent MEl3  9TR, post  free.

Mr.  Hudson  has provided an excellent  service  for  visitors  to Towton. His
pamphlet, a  single folding sheet  printed  on both sides, provides  a  good
illustrated map, a  -brief  accoum of the  Wars  of the  Roses  to 1461, a
reconstructed account of the battle and  very explicit instructions  for  ramblers
who  wish  to  cover  the whole of the  scene  of the action. So often one  visits  a
battlefield without kndwing exactly what to look for but now at  Towton no-one
need  fear spending a  few hours with  suchexcellent instructions.  Those  with  less
time will  benefit  from purchasing the pamphlet  beforehand  so that they can
choose what interests'them  and  save time.

It must be said  that  this is no academicranalysis: as Mr.  Hudson  says, ‘it is
based  on  several  earlier  accounts  Which have been carefully compared  and
considered in relationship to inherent military probability and the  terrain  itself’.
Footnotes  are not given nor would  they be  appropriate.  The  writer  has the gift
of story-telling and  visitors  will  want  to  read  again  what  he has written as they
come  to  each place  of interest  because  his recapturing of the  moment!  of the
battle  are so vivid.  That  he has studied the ground carefully is hot in doubt  since
his instructions on how to  reach  the vantage points are so  exact  and clear to
follow. (It is worth noting that  local  people  are  very impressed  with the details
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of the  tracks  given.) ‘At the  pylon  turn  back  towards  Saxton  village  then shift”"'-'
your gaze half  left  to where the  81217  road crests the hill. . .’ are typical
instructions.

The map is clear to follow and also adorned  with  pictures of  local
buildings, including Lead Chapel and an  illustration  of  Richard’s badge  there,
but  also  heraldic shields and drawings of the British Museum ‘Percy‘ ring and
Society of Antiquaries spur inscribed En  loial amour  tout  mon  coer,  both  of
which  were  found on the battlefield  (Richard  III NPG. Catalogue  1973,  items
166 and  210). .

Visitors will be pleased to  know  that  the pamphlet is on sale at The
Crooked Billet  just opposite  Lead Chapel. .

" ARTHUR COCKERILL
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Contributions  to the  Ricardian
These  are welcomed from all members on any subject  relevant to the aims of
the Society.  These  may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints  showing good
contrast) or by line drawings. All contributions, including advertisements and
letters, must be typewritten, with double spacing and adequate margins, on one
side of the paper  only.  Permission  must  be  obtained  for the use of copyright
material, but  this  is not usually necessary for short quotes.  References  and
footnotes  must  be  given  in one  sequence  at the end of the article. They must take  a
form similar to the following examples:

R. Horrox and P. W. Hammond (eds.), British  Library Manuscript  433 (4 vols.
Upminster and  London 1979-83),  vol. 1, pp.45-6.
Daniel Williams, The  hastily drawn up will of William  Catesby Esquire, 25  August
1485, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions,  vol. 51
(1975-6), p.48.

Details need not be  given  in full for second and subsequent references to the
same  source.

.  Contributions for the December 1985  Ricardian  must  reach Anne  Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw  Street, London  N1 6LD, by September 30.  This does
not apply to articles which  should  be  sent  well in advance  and‘can  be sent at any
tnme. -

Classified Advertisements

Classified advertisements can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It would be appreciated
if advertisers forwarded remittances together  with  copy to be inserted to  The'
Editor, 17 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1  6LD.  Cheques or postal
orders  should  be crossed and  made  payable to the Richard 111  Society.

Anyone  interested in t_aking advertisement  space—full, half or quarter
page—or in placing an insertion, should  contact  the Editor.

The  Rich“  Ill  Society. A History, by George Awdry. Its early years and
.  achieveménts 1924-74.  £1.50 (including p. &p. UK  only).  Available from the  Sales

Officer, Miss Anne  Smith, 14 Lincoln  Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2  6T].

A Beginner’s Guide  to  Research, by the Society’s Research  Sub—Committee.
Available from Miss Mary O‘can, 7 St. Mary’s Close, Leeds LS7 3R1. '
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